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WELCOME

Last October, I received the sincerest of welcomes from The Kahala
Hotel & Resort’s executives, staff members and distinguished guests
during two wonderful receptions to celebrate my role as the new general manager of this iconic property. I couldn’t be more grateful for the
opportunity to be part of such a special ‘ohana ( family).
For more than five decades, The Kahala has been recognized as one
of the island’s top hotels, known not only for its enviable location and
refined surroundings, but also for the unparalleled service each guest
experiences during their stay.
Kahala Life reflects the distinction of this world-class hotel. Within
these pages, you’ll discover the people and places that make this vibrant
destination worth visiting again and again.
Olivier Koning photo

Letter from Gerald Glennon,
General Manager
The Kahala Hotel & Resort

In this issue, you’ll get to know the artist responsible for designing our
elegant chandeliers—which have become the muse for other artists.
Author Lynn Cook even speaks to a few veteran staffers of The Kahala
as they share their own stories surrounding these beloved fixtures.
By tapping local insiders for their favorite venues, sights and more, we
provide you with a variety of ideas on how to spend your time on the
islands. Whether you have a few days or only mere hours, Kahala Life is
the perfect companion to exploring the city and beyond.
While The Kahala embarks on a new chapter in its legacy of gracious
hospitality, rest assured the services and amenities that you have come
to expect from us will always be here. From the moment you arrive at
our resort, you’ll experience first-hand what makes The Kahala Hotel &
Resort one of the finest and most admired luxury hotels in the world.
Mahalo for making The Kahala Hotel & Resort your Hawaiian home
away from home. We hope you experience many memorable moments
with us. We look forward to welcoming you back again very soon.
With warmest aloha,
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Breguet, the innovator.
Classique Hora Mundi 5717

An invitation to travel across the continents and oceans illustrated on
three versions of the hand-guilloché lacquered dial, the Classique Hora
Mundi is the first mechanical watch with an instant-jump time-zone display.
Thanks to a patented mechanical memory based on two heart-shaped
cams, it instantly indicates the date and the time of day or night in a given
city selected using the dedicated pushpiece. History is still being written...

MY KAHALA

“MY FAVORITE SPOT IN KAHALA IS
MY EVENING STOP AT THE DIAMOND
HEAD LOOKOUT. THE VIEW IS ALWAYS
SPECTACULAR, FROM WATCHING THE
SURFERS WHO NAVIGATE THE TRAIL DOWN
THE BEACH, TO THE NONSTOP ROLLING WAVES
BREAKING UP AND DOWN THE COASTLINE…”
—George Szigeti, Hawai‘i Tourism Authority
President and CEO

Ana Kai photos
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Looking Up

Artist Irene McGowan’s famous “floating oceans” of glass will always
have their presence at The Kahala Hotel & Resort.

A

young artist sits for hours, looking up, sketchbook and
colored pencils in her hands, reclaiming her earliest
memory of Hawai‘i. As a small child, her parents had only
one vacation destination: The Kahala. She remembers the
moment they arrived from the airport and stepped from
the taxi into the lobby of Hawai‘i’s premier resort. She found
herself in what would, forevermore, be her fantasy world—full
of sunlight, waves, sand, pools, dolphins and turtles and, best
of all, what seemed like the ocean floating in the air above her.
What this artist, and many others, came back to see as
adults are the magical chandeliers created with 26,580 pieces of
fused glass suspended from oxidized bronze, sculptural fixtures
that are fitted with another 1,626 fused fragments at the crown.
Looking up at the majestic art is a mirror image of looking back
toward the ocean. The colors, blue, emerald, topaz, amethyst,
turquoise and moonstone reflect the waves and sky.
The glass masterpieces may have been the most
breathtaking creation when the doors of The Kahala
opened in 1964. The creator of the “floating ocean” was Irene
McGowan. She has often been described as an architect,
a designer, an artist and someone on the cutting edge of
aesthetic thinking. Originally from Seattle, she spread her
“art wings” in many directions, designing art houses built into
stone canyons as well as the cast bronze for lighting sconces
and massive door handles for the Seattle and Honolulu
dining establishments of Peter Canlis. She mentored
another famous artist, the world-renowned Dale Chihuly.
Her sculptural works and talents were stretched back and
forth across the U.S. continent before crossing the ocean and
reaching Hawai‘i. Still, in one of the rare interviews she gave,
it seemed her beach glass masterpiece at The Kahala was the

endeavor that made her most happy as well as most humble
and satisfied with her work.
Of course, her “suspended ocean” is made of glass, but
not all from the beach. McGowan was a master in the art of
Italian fused and melted glass fragments. In the art world,
The Kahala became the benchmark of resort design. The
chandeliers, and the international acclaim they generated,
were something that other resorts aspired to. Fine art was,
and is, integrated into every guest experience of The Kahala.
The oft-asked question at the resort is “how do you clean
the one-ton chandeliers?” The answer comes with a smile,
“very carefully.” Or, there is mirthful reference to Hawai‘i’s
legendary inhabitants: “Menehune, Hawai‘i’s version of
leprechauns.” In reality, a team of cleaners—hoisted up by a
lift while the guests are sleeping—carefully polish every piece
as they perch high above the lobby floor.
Margaret Sampaio, a now-retired staff member, tells the
tale of a particularly difficult cleaning chore. She says at the
end of a New Year’s Eve celebration, dozens of helium-filled
balloons escaped from the ballroom party and, of course,
did what helium balloons do: floated straight up into the
chandeliers. The bellmen spent the entire night on ladders
shooting sharp toothpicks through straws, as they might have
done as children—trying to pop the errant balloons.
Reservations agent Lorna Barbosa Bennett Medeiros
is a shining example of “love at first sight” when it comes to
The Kahala.
As she tells the story, “It was 1976. I [had] heard of The
Kahala. Visiting O‘ahu, I asked my friend, Phil, to show me the
resort. He was driving a red, rusty, dusty station wagon beach
car. We drove the majestic driveway and around the porte
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...THE GLASS HAS
ALWAYS BEEN
A CONSTANT, A
TOUCHSTONE IF
YOU WILL, OF ART
AND ELEGANCE
FOUND FLOATING
ABOVE THE MANY
THOUSANDS OF
VISITORS—BE
THEY PRINCES,
PRESIDENTS,
MOVIE STARS
OR A FAMILY
VACATIONING
FROM SMALL
TOWN U.S.A.—
WHO HAVE CALLED
THE KAHALA HOME
DURING THE PAST
50-PLUS YEARS.

Chandeliers were created with 26,580 pieces of
fused glass suspended
from oxidized bronze.
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LOOKING UP AT THE
MAJESTIC ART IS
A MIRROR IMAGE
OF LOOKING
BACK TOWARD
THE OCEAN.
THE COLORS,
BLUE, EMERALD,
TOPAZ, AMETHYST,
TURQUOISE AND
MOONSTONE
REFLECT THE
WAVES AND SKY.
Unbeknownst to
many, Hawaii Five-O
actor Jack Lord
was also an artist.
He was very much
inspired by these
same beautiful
glass chandeliers.
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cochere. Once I saw the chandeliers, I fell
in love. I asked him to drive me around
again. The guests and the bellmen stared,
watching us circle round and round. I
applied three times for a job before I was
hired. I am still here.”
One of Hawai‘i’s most beloved
writers, Ed Sheehan, came to Hawai‘i in
1940. He worked at Pearl Harbor, survived
the war years, was a radio and television
personality, actor, columnist and travel
writer. With his wife, Sally, he lived next
door to The Kahala for more than 20
years. His book, Kahala, The Hotel that
Could Only Happen Once, is highly
prized by collectors.
Ed Sheehan’s neighbor was Jack
Lord of Hawaii Five-O fame. Lord and
his wife, Marie, loved The Kahala. They
simply walked next door for lunch,
thrilling visitors with regular “Sheehan
and Lord sightings,” Unbeknownst to
many, Lord was—in addition to being a
revered actor—a printmaker and painter.
Lord drew inspiration from the beautiful
glass chandeliers and the work of Irene.
He mentored other artists, inspired by
McGowan’s encouragement of Chihuly.
Today, her mentee’s famed “Garden of
Glass” at the Seattle Center mirrors many
of the colors of McGowan’s chandeliers.
Young artists photograph them and sit
with sketchbooks to take the inspiration
of her glass colors back to their easels.
As a testament to the everlasting
beauty of McGowan’s creations, the
glass has always been a constant,
a touchstone if you will, of art and
elegance found floating above the many
thousands of visitors—be they princes,
presidents, movie stars or a family
vacationing from small town U.S.A.—
who have called The Kahala home
during the past 50-plus years.
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LEGENDARY STYLE

Indulge yourself with an authentic
one-of-a-kind Panama Hat.
Experience the finest quality
Sombreros de Montecristi,
handwoven by master artisans
in Ecuador and highly-prized
by Newt’s discriminating
international clientele.

at the Royal
Stop by our little shop in the Coconut Grove at The Royal Hawaiian Hotel
(808) 922-0062 • 1-800-630-HATS (4287) • newtattheroyal.com
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Be there, do that
Food, Arts, Style and other
Delightful Diversions

1

VISION QUEST
Since its inception in 1950,
the biennial Artists of
Hawai‘i exhibition at the
Honolulu Museum of Art
showcases some of Hawai‘i’s
top local printmakers, painters, sculptors, photographers
and mixed-media artists.

3

Above: Chef Michael
Mina’s Stripsteak is now
open in Waikiki. Portrait
by David Murphey and food image
courtesy Mina Group Right: The

Honolulu Museum of
Art’s biennial Artists of
Hawai‘i exhibition. Photo

courtesy Honolulu Museum of Art
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Hawai‘i’s top local printmakers,
painters, sculptors, photographers
and mixed-media artists. After the
merger of the Honolulu Academy
of Arts with the Contemporary
Museum in 2012, the newly named
Honolulu Museum of Art converted the Artists of Hawai‘i—what
was at the time an exhibit featuring
between one to three pieces from
close to 50 artists annually—into
a more in-depth showcase of
fewer artists, held once every two
years. On average, more than 200
artists living in the islands submit
portfolios for consideration to this
prestigious juried show, but only a
handful are selected to represent
some of the strongest and most
compelling artwork being created
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today in Hawai‘i. This year marks
the 62nd anniversary of the Artists of Hawai‘i, with an exhibition
anticipated to be the biggest yet.
“[The Artists of Hawai‘i] represents
an excellent opportunity where
people can see some of the best
contemporary work being done
on the islands,” says the Museum’s
contemporary art curator Jay Jensen. Don’t miss this year’s exhibition at the Museum, scheduled for
Feb. 9 through May 28, 2017.
honolulumuseum.org

2

SOUTHEASTERN
PROMISES
Along the southeastern
coast of O‘ahu, Koko Head is
an ancient tuff cone volcano offering a variety of
unbeatable activities and
attractions for visitors. Horse
stables and a botanical garden
with close to 200 species of trees,
cacti and succulents populate the
uppermost Koko Crater, and the

FINE PURSUITS

Lana‘i Lookout on the crest offers distant views of the islands
of Lana‘i and Moloka‘i across
the Kaiwi Channel. Relax in the
waters of Hanauma Bay, or visit
Halona Cove, the famous beach
from the film From Here to
Eternity. More active explorers
can climb the strenuous Koko
Crater Stairs, made from 1,048
old railway ties leading to a
lookout point on the top, or surf
at Sandy Beach, a rougher water
spot perfect for bodyboarding
(and if you’re lucky, the occasional food truck binge).

hundred shops and restaurants,
including Hawai‘i’s first Saks
Fifth Avenue, Jo Malone and
Christian Louboutin. Enjoy
world-class cuisine by Michelinstar chef Michael Mina at
Stripsteak as well as by Hawai‘i
Regional Cuisine pioneer chef
Roy Yamaguchi at Eating House
1849. Local boutiques have also
found a home at International
Market Place—shop at retailers
such as Maui Divers Jewelry, the
Honolulu Cookie Company and
Sand People, and take in nightly
live music and hula performances under the shade of the
preserved original 160-year-old
Indian banyan tree—the heart
of both the old Market Place
and the new one. shopinternationalmarketplace.com

4
3

ON THE
MARKET
After a $475 million
dollar reconstruction,
the 345,000-square-foot
International Market
Place in Waikiki officially
reopened this past August,
with thousands of locals and
visitors alike perusing nearly a

GOOD
LIBATIONS
When Leather Soul
owner Tom Park
and internationally renowned
mixologist
Justin Park (no
relation) decided to partner
together and
open a bar, the
result was destined to
be innovative and impeccable. Boasting Hawai‘i’s largest collection of whiskies and

some of the best cocktails you’ll
find anywhere, Bar Leather
Apron has become downtown’s
coolest new destination for
drinks, with custom-crafted
wood furniture, leather seating
and interiors and an elegant
jazz lounge-type vibe. Try the
Tavern Keeps Treasure, with
Basil Hayden bourbon, Carpano Antica Formula sweet
vermouth, orange, maraschino
and angostura bitters, served
in a cocktail glass and wood
smoked under a dome.
barleatherapron.com

3

5

COMMEMORATING
PEARL
HARBOR
December 7, 2016 marks
the 75th anniversary of
the Attack on Pearl Harbor, the now-infamous
date that propelled
the United States
into World
War II in 1941
and changed
Hawai‘i forever.
Experience American history at the
Pearl Harbor Historic
Sites: the WWII Valor in the
Pacific National Monument
(which includes Pearl Harbor
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4

Far left: Christian
Louboutin’s first Hawai’i
boutique is now open
at International Market
Place: Above from top:
Saks Fifth Avenue; Bar
Leather Apron brings
sophistication back to
the local bar scene.
Photos courtesy venues/brands.
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itself), the Battleship Missouri
Memorial & Museum, the USS
Bowfin Submarine Museum &
Park, and the Pacific Aviation
Museum Pearl Harbor. These
key locations on O‘ahu commemorate important people,
places locations, and events of
WWII in Hawai‘i and the Pacific Realm, and offer a unique
opportunity to discover what
Pearl Harbor means to you.
pearlharborhistoricsites.org

6

BEACHY KEEN
Soak in all the luxuries
and amenities of beach
experiences at The Kahala Hotel on any beach
across the island. Lo-

6

Get VIP amenities at
beaches across O’ahu
via Hawaii Beach Time.

cal company Hawaii Beach
Time offers everything you
need under the sun. Lounge
chairs and ice-filled coolers at
Waimanalo? Check. Kayaks at
Lanikai? Done. With free delivery ($50 minimum) to most
any beach on O‘ahu, Hawaii
Beach Time has you covered
for all kinds of gear including surfboards, snorkel sets,
paddle boards and more. Even
if you’re just enjoying a day on
the shore, they can provide
the hammocks, folding chairs,
umbrellas and beach mats.
Added bonus: You don’t even
have to pack up—just let them
know when to pick up your
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rented gear, and they’ll come
over and get it.
hawaiibeachtime.com

(Specialty Coffee Association of
America) for anyone looking to
become professionally certified—or just for enthusiasts
to appreciate, such as the tour
of their Sand Island roastery,
where guests learn about coffee’s journey from being a coffee
blossom to a much-appreciated
beverage in their morning cup.
konacoffeepurveyors.com

7

ROAST OF
THE TOWN
For the folks at Kona
Coffee Purveyors, quality means roasting only
the finest high-elevation,
single-estate Kona coffee
each season. Using specially
built state-of-the-art roasting
equipment, master roaster
Raymond Suiter crafts each
coffee with care, from seed
to cup. Interested in learning
their secrets? For the first time,
the Kona Coffee Purveyors
is offering special courses that
focus on the brewing process,
coffee extraction principles, and
an orientation to cupping—the
process to observe tastes and
aroma. These courses serve as
pathway classes for the SCAA

8

CENTER STAGE
A number of world-class
artists will be gracing
Hawai‘i’s stages this season with incredible musical performances that are
not to be missed. Neither
vaudeville kitsch nor straitlaced, the 10-man a capella

FINE PURSUITS
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9

group Straight No Chaser celebrates their 20th anniversary
world tour with a stop at the
Neal S. Blaisdell Center in early
January. They’re followed by our
own Hawaii Opera Theatre
at the end of the month, with
performances of A Streetcar
Named Desire, led by San
Francisco Opera’s Maestro Mark
Morash. The Hawai‘i Symphony Orchestra continues their
Masterworks series, presenting
music by Beethoven, Bernstein,
Brahms, Gershwin, Schubert
and Schumann, with performances December through May.
Pink Martini’s Storm Large, as
well as Julian Lage & Chris Eldrige with Aoife O’Donovan will
also be appearing at the Hawaii
Theatre for concerts in March
and April, respectively.
blaisdellcenter.com,
hawaiitheatre.com

SHOPS
TO SAVOR
A few of Hawai‘i’s top
shopping destinations
are also home to some of
the island’s best dining
experiences. Savor locally
inspired entrées and housemade desserts at Mariposa,
located in Neiman Marcus at
Ala Moana Center, while taking
in a beautiful Hawaiian sunset
on the open-air lanai. Across
the way at Bloomingdale’s,
Forty Carrots offers an islandinspired menu with local
ingredients under the direction
of acclaimed Hawai‘i chef Jon
Matsubara. Another beloved
local chef, Alan Wong, fea10

tures world-renowned Hawai‘i
Regional Cuisine favorites at
The Pineapple Room on the
top floor of Macy’s, creating
classic comfort food with a
local spin. Lastly, try Italian
and Mediterranean cuisine at
Ruscello restaurant or just
a glass of wine and lounge at
Habitant, both at Nordstrom.
alamoanacenter.com

9

10

SHORE THING
On O‘ahu’s North Shore,
experience three of
the biggest events in
surfing: the Billabong
Pipe Masters, the Reef
Hawaiian Pro and the
Vans World Cup of
Surfing. Honoring the best
watermen in the Pacific, these
legendary competitions draw
their roots from Hawai‘i’s first
Makaha International Surfing
Championship in 1954 to the
Hawaiian Masters event in
1971, organized with just a card
table, folding chairs, six surfers
and $1,000 prize money put
up by former world champion
surfer Fred Hemmings. Today,
thousands gather each winter
to observe some of the biggest
waves in the world, and the
intrepid surfers willing to ride
the big ones.
vanstriplecrownofsurfing.com
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9

Ala Moana Center’s
department stores aren’t
just for shopping—they
boast delicious dining
options as well.
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find the center of paradise

Apple Store
Cartier
Fendi
Forever 21
Harry Winston
Hermès
Jimmy Choo
kate spade new york
Loro Piana
Omega Boutique
Rolex Boutique
Salvatore Ferragamo
Tory Burch
Tourneau
Valentino
partial listing

ONE UNFORGETTABLE EXPERIENCE
Step into The Royal Grove and
discover the rich legacy of Helumoa,
Waikīkī’s historic coconut grove in the heart
of Royal Hawaiian Center. We invite you to
enjoy our celebration of dance,
music and Hawaiian traditions while you
shop our 110 distinctive stores
and 30 unique dining destinations.

Open Daily 10am –10pm
Kalākaua Avenue and Seaside
Waikīkī 808.922.2299
RoyalHawaiianCenter.com
FREE WIFI

FINE PURSUITS
BY NUY CHO & MARGIE JACINTO
PHOTO BY MARK ARBEIT
A good swimsuit is always a welcome
addition to any woman’s wardrobe,
but in Hawai‘i, having one is essential.
These days, swimwear styles are diverse
and undergo the same kind of scrutiny
as other pieces of clothing, and the demand for innovative designs is equally
high. While it comes as no surprise
that local girls know their way around
a good bikini, a handful of island-based
designers are really starting to make
waves beyond our shores and into the
closets (and carry-ons) of discerning
fashionphiles and celebrities with suits
that feel as good as they look. Here’s the
skinny on some of the most soughtafter, locally designed swimwear lines.
Suffice it to say, we’re sure these ladies
do their own R & D when it comes to
crafting their sultry suits.
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THOROUGHLY
MODERN MAILLOT

Local swimwear designers master the art
of creating the perfect suit.
STRAIGHT
FROM THE
SOURCE:
MALIA JONES
Having grown up in
Kailua surfing from the
age of two, professional
surfer and designer
Malia Jones is instinctively aware of how
swimsuits should move
seamlessly with the
body. Jones, early on,
moved to Paris to work
as a fashion model,
which allowed her to
hone in on her sense of
style. She soaked in all
the art museums, vintage
stores and markets in
the City of Light and then
spent her weekends in
the beach town of Biarritz to remind herself of
home. Her years in Paris
evolved her aesthetic so
that she could bring a
unique sensibility to her
brand—one that combines superb European
taste with a suit that fits
perfectly.

How did your label
come into being?

MJ: I have been in a
swimsuit most of my life—
being a surfer, and then a
model. And I found more
and more that I couldn’t
find a brand that I loved.
I even had input in the
design of certain brands,
but even so, it was hard to
find brands that fit right.
Then, seven years ago,
I moved back to Hawai‘i
and thought that I might
as well make my own
brand. So I focused on the
fit and material—I wanted
to create a feel that would
become everyone’s favorite swimsuit.

Do you have a “signature style?”

MJ: Because I look at
swimwear the way I look
at jeans or your underwear—where you can go
back and get the same
thing every season—I
created basic classics
that we would have
each season that won’t

change. Being a surfer,
there are always going
to be “surfer fit” details
in the design. Everything
is designed to be easy to
wear, and made for a girl
who travels. I wanted to
make luxury basics for
swim, because I believe
everyone needs a swimsuit. But I also wanted to
add lifestyle elements—I
started with kaftans as
a cover-up to start my
resort line.

What makes your
suits fit so well?

MJ: I only use material

from Italy that is super
soft, so it will never pinch
your skin. I make sure
that there is that balance
between just enough
coverage and what is
too skimpy—what I see
as a kind of a classic fit,
and not too “Brazilian.” I
believe women now have
such great bodies and
are in such great shape
that they should have good
suits to accentuate them.
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Anything from your new
collection
you’re particularly excited about?

MJ: We have more full

coverage pieces like highwaisted bottoms, and a boy
short that I’ll probably wear
every day, which is great
for girls that play volleyball or surf. And I’m really
excited about the super-light
cashmere pieces just added
to the [lifestyle] collection.
There are cashmere hoodies
and tunics. It’s a different
extension of my understated luxury lifestyle. I think
everyone needs a swimsuit
a cashmere cover-up! I’m
wearing the hoodie right
now in black—I have boys,
you know, so you get dirty.
I’m also really excited about
the metallic colors we’re doing this season. There’s a really beautiful black one that’s
soft but shimmery. We’re not
doing any prints, so it’ll just
be metallics.

What’s your No. 1 seller
for your local clientele?

MJ: The Knot top and bottom

(a classic triangle top with a
knotted top, and a medium
coverage bottom with a twist
side). I’ve definitely noticed
that girls here [laughs] seem
more comfortable in less!

How would you describe
your design philosophy
in one word?

MJ: Effortless.

NOA NOA
Fans of Noa Noa’s hand-dyed batiks and
tapa-inspired patterns will be happy to
learn that the brand has made a foray into
swimwear. Designer
Joan Smoyer’s collection is an eclectic
but harmonious
mix of vibrant color,
using detailed design
points and of course,
traditional Hawaiian and Polynesian
prints. The mix-andmatch separates have
triangle tops with
exquisite ruching,
crop tops with sexy, but well-thought-out
cutouts, and bottoms with long tassel-ties or
sweet, adjustable side straps. The one-piece
suits are particularly notable, with one that
showcases a cheeky bottom and delicious
scoop, multi-string back. Colors, which are in
deep shades of burgundy, teal, pastel violets
and coral also make the swimsuit line equal
parts fun and stylish.
noanoahawaii.com

ACACIA
SWIMWEAR
Acacia Swimwear is the
brainchild of best friends
and designers Naomi
Neuwirth and Lyndie
Irons. Newirth began
sewing her own bikinis
while growing up on Maui,
and she would later move to Bali
to study fashion. Business partner and
swimsuit model Lyndie Irons grew up
on the beaches of California, and while
modeling became inspired to create her
own swimsuit line. The two designers
joined forces with a desire to bringing back

the edge with smaller cuts. The signature
style of the brand is a blend between the
classic Brazilian fit and the perfect low-cut
Italian bikini. The duo likes to mix neutral
tones with bold pops of color, and crochet
is a favorite theme. You’ll see references in
the prints to Newirth’s Hawaiian roots, as
well as Iron’s Native American one, with
its tribal motif. The high-end line has an
array of mix-and-match separates and has
a strong selection of sportier, yoga-inspired
tops, providing for more sport versatility.
acaciaswimwear.com

TORI PRAVER

Long before Tori Praver graced the pages
of Sports Illustrated’s Swimsuit Issue,
showed on the cover of Cosmopolitan and
became the face of
Guess at the ripe old
age of 17, she grew
up with a love of
swimming and surfing on the beaches
of Maui. Her passion
for the ocean and
beachside living
helped anchor her
into launching
her eponymous
swimwear collection in 2009, and the line continues to be
a success. Her signature ruching technique—which Praver cleverly applies in
targeted areas that need give—allows for
a well-designed form. Hues are incredibly
soft in their palette and styles are synonymous with her relaxed, yet sophisticated
attitude, as typified in her collection of
ruffled bandeau tops and the high-waisted
bottoms with back ruffled detail trim.
toripraverswimwear.com
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“I’M REALLY
EXCITED ABOUT
THE SUPER-LIGHT
CASHMERE
PIECES JUST
ADDED TO THE
[LIFESTYLE] COLLECTION. THERE
ARE CASHMERE
HOODIES AND
TUNICS. IT’S A
DIFFERENT EXTENSION OF MY
UNDERSTATED
LUXURY LIFESTYLE. I THINK
EVERYONE NEEDS
A SWIMSUIT
A CASHMERE
COVER-UP!”
-MALIA JONES

Opposite page: Malia
Jones in her own
designs. Shot on-location at The Kahala Hotel
& Resort.
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LOCAVORE
BY JENNIFER FIEDLER
PHOTOS BY DAVID MURPHEY
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“WE’RE
SOURCING
FROM SMALL
FAMILY FARMS
AND LARGER
COMMERCIAL
FARMS ON KAUA‘I,
MAUI, BIG ISLAND
AND O‘AHU.
WE’RE EXCITED
TO HELP PUT
MORE LAND IN
PRODUCTION FOR
TARO FARMS.”
-BRYNN FOSTER
FOUNDER, VOYAGING FOODS

Voyaging Foods founder Brynn Foster

gets back to her roots in more ways than one.

W

hen Brynn Foster founded O‘ahu-based Voyaging
Foods 10 years ago, she had a built-in customer base
in mind: her young children. The part-Hawaiian Newport
Beach-transplant began experimenting with alternative
flours made from local taro root when her first child began
eating solid foods.
“We were wanting to transition into teething biscuits
and there was nothing without refined sugar or flours that
weren’t organic or fully nutritious,” she says. “I thought, ‘why
isn’t there something that I could feed him or bake with that
was from Hawai‘i?’”

With a fridge full of poi, a Hawaiian delicacy made from
mashed taro root that Foster says many parents feed to their
children, she found her inspiration and soon parlayed her
findings into a successful business.
Today, Voyaging Foods—named in honor of the group of
plants that Polynesians settlers brought to Hawai‘i on canoes—
produces a robust line of products centered around Foster’s
original recipe for taro powder. The award-winning taro
powder can be used as a thickener in smoothies or soups, or in
recipes to make gluten-free baked goods and can be purchased
in local stores, such as Whole Foods at Kahala Mall or online.
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Foster tending to her
seven-acre farm in
Waialua, on the North
Shore of O’ahu.
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The farm will serve as a
showcase for some of
the staple crops used to
supply Voyaging Foods.
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Building on the success of the taro powder, Foster has
added a few ready-made products to her line as well. Chocolate wafer cookies, made from taro flour, work well as a snack
or turned into crème sandwiches. Chocolate taro bars, made
with rolled oats and crispy brown rice, are Foster’s gluten-free
take on the granola bar.
But given Voyaging Foods’ origins, it only makes sense
then, that the most recent—and high profile to date—development for Foster’s rapidly growing business was also
inspired in part by her children. Formerly residing in Kahala,
Foster and her husband recently bought a seven-acre farm in
Waialua, on the North Shore of O‘ahu. The stunning property,
with sweeping views of the ocean, will serve not only as the
educational flagship for Voyaging Foods with a working mill
on site, but also as a homestead for her now-preteen children.
“I’ve been pleasantly elated the way the transition has
gone,” Foster says of the move, which she completed earlier this
year. Within the first month at the Waialua property, the kids
had learned to ride bikes without training wheels and played
with neighbor children outside until dark on their own.
“The first thing we did when we moved in was plant ‘ulu
(breadfruit) and avocado trees—the plants that take longer
to grow—and we would go as a family and water the trees.
Whether this works out or not, those things were benchmarks of success that we had done the right thing,” she says.
Going forward, Foster has big designs for the space. In
addition to it being a working farm, she hopes that she will
host community days at the mill, in which local residents can
bring their homegrown taro or breadfruit and convert it into
a shelf-stable flour.
Foster also recently graduated from a permaculture
design class in which she studied the history of the area.
“I learned that the area was [ formerly] in production with
sweet potato and taro, and so I feel like I’m on the right
track for doing things that the land wants to see happen
again,” she says. The class also helped reveal the interconnectedness of her plot to the entire region. “Now I want to
help clean up Lake Wilson,” Foster says, of the reservoir that
feeds the Waialua area.
The farm will serve as a showcase for some of the staple
crops used to supply Voyaging Foods, but Foster still plans to
continue purchasing most of the raw materials—taro, breadfruit, and sweet potato—from island farms. “Our goal was to
create a new market for taro farmers: taro flour,” she says of
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Voyaging Foods’ original mission, noting that many farmers
in Hawai‘i face a challenging environment, from securing
water rights to competing with cheap imported food. “We’re
sourcing from small family farms and larger commercial
farms on Kaua‘i, Maui, Big Island and O‘ahu. We’re excited to
help put more land in production for taro farms.”
Eventually, Foster hopes to double the amount of land
grown for taro. “That’s my personal benchmark for success,”
she says. “We need to be producing and manufacturing more
food that we grow on-island—not just for food security but
for community. I believe that if we collaborate with small local farms then we can to do that.”
And when she begins to talk about community, it’s not
long before she circles back to talking about her kids and the
environment in which she wants to raise them.
“I tell my kids every day that they’re going to be the
president and vice president of the company and they need to
know about it from the ground up,” she says, noting that this
move brings her kids in direct everyday interaction with the
business. “That’s what this is about. Something for my community but also something for my kids to run—whether they
like marketing or baking or being the president—whatever
they like to do they can find a place in the company.”
Voyaging Foods’ taro flour can be found at select local Whole
Foods or at voyagingfoods.com.

Ultimate Koa Watches
Made with Hawaii Koa

Hand-crafted with carved Koa wood from the Big Island
Automatic self-winding movement. Precision 21-jewel craftsmanship. Sapphire crystal

Exclusively at

www.MartinandMacArthur.com
Ala Moana Center Hilton Hawaiian Village Sheraton Waikiki Moana Surfrider Outrigger Reef Waikiki Beach Resort Ward Center
Maui Kauai Big Island Las Vegas

10:00 a.m.
Cafe Laufer

FIELD NOTES

10:03 a.m.
Cafe Laufer

10:05 a.m.
Cafe Laufer

12:12 p.m.
Town Restaurant

2:25 p.m.
ShAloha

THE

CLOCK

12:36

Town Restaurant

2:22 p.m.
ShAloha
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2:28 p.m.
ShAloha

6:55 p.m.
Town Restaurant

WELCOME
BY NADINE KAM
PHOTOS BY NAME NAME

Cafe Laufer

12:30 p.m.

Cindy Ellen Russell photo

10:06 a.m.

11:12 p.m.
Brew’d

Town Restaurant

Whether night

5:36 p.m.

owl or lark—

Town Restaurant

t h e r e ’s a l w a y s
something
delicious
in Kaimuki &
Kapahulu.

11:08 p.m.
Brew’d

Town Restaurant

Cindy Ellen Russell photo

12:02 p.m.
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6:0 0 p.m.

Café Miro

5:45 p.m.
Café Miro

11:22 a.m.

Ono Hawaiian Foods

7:41 p.m.

Sushi Ginza Onodera

Jamm Aquino photo

11:39 a.m.

11:34 a.m.

Ono Hawaiian Foods

Ono Hawaiian Foods

11:36 a.m.

7:50 p.m.

7:53 p.m.

Sushi Ginza Onodera

Sushi Ginza Onodera

Ono Hawaiian Foods
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8:08 p.m.

Sushi Ginza Onodera

8:15 p.m.

Sushi Ginza Onodera

MORE THAN 340 STORES AND RESTAURANTS INCLUDING
BLOOMINGDALE’S
HERMÈS
ST. JOHN

•

•

•

BRUNELLO CUCINELLI

LOUIS VUITTON

•

SAINT LAURENT PARIS

MACY’S
•

•

BURBERRY

•

•

MIU MIU

NEIMAN MARCUS

•

CARTIER

SALVATORE FERRAGAMO

•

•

CHANEL
•

•

DOLCE&GABANNA

NORDSTROM

TED BAKER LONDON

Mon-Sat 9:30am to 9pm Sun 10am to 7pm

•

•

ONCÖUR

TOD’S

AlaMoanaCenter.com

Your GGP Shopping Destination

•

•

•

•

EMPORIO ARMANI
•

PRADA

TORY BURCH

808.955.9517

•

•

•

•

FENDI

•

GUCCI

PORSCHE DESIGN

VERSACE

FREE WI-FI

•

& MANY MORE

EN ROUTE
BY KAHALA LIFE TEAM

TRINA TURK
celebrate a friend’s milestone
birthday. Our group loves
midcentury architecture,
so we included tours of the
Jean and Zomah Charlot
Residence, the Liljestrand
House (liljestrandhouse.
org)—designed by famed
Honolulu architect
Vladimir Ossipoﬀ, and
Doris Duke’s legendary
estate, Shangri La.
(shangrilahawaii.org).

What made you
decide to open a boutique
in Waikiki?

“...THE VIBRANT
PRINT AND
COLOR INHERENT
TO THE TRINA
TURK AND MR
TURK BRANDS
ARE PERFECT FOR
THE VACATION
AND SHOPPING
PARADISE OF
HONOLULU... ”

Earlier this fall, Turk paid
a visit to her eponymous
boutique, which recently
opened its doors at
International Market Place
in Waikiki. While her brickand-mortar may be new,
the iconic designer has been
coming to the islands since
the ’90s. Kahala Life steals a
few moments with Turk as she
gives us her thoughts
on paradise...
What did you do the last
time you were in Honolulu?
I was in Honolulu [in mid October]
to visit our new boutique at the
International Market Place, and to
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The timing was right for us. We’ve
always admired classic American
resort wear and vintage Hawaiian
prints, so we’re thrilled to be able
to showcase our modernized
interpretation of island style. The
vibrant print and color inherent to
the Trina Turk and Mr Turk brands
are perfect for the vacation and
shopping paradise of Honolulu.
We’re excited about the international
clientele in Waikiki—we look forward
to introducing travellers from all over
the world to our brands, while at the
same time oﬀering the best selection
of Trina Turk and Mr Turk in Hawai‘i
to locals who know us already. Our
boutique carries both men’s and
women’s swimwear year-round
in addition to ready-to-wear and
accessories. Ultimately, we would like
to have several shops in Hawai‘i.

Are there any places you
try to visit while you’re
in town?
I love The Pig and the Lady
(thepigandthelady.com) in
Chinatown. We try to have at least
one beach day at Lanikai Beach.
I also love to wander the galleries
at the Honolulu Museum of Art
(honolulumuseum.org) for all kinds
of inspiration.

Is there a place you have
yet to visit here and
hope to soon?
The ‘Iolani Palace (iolanipalace.
org)—I’ve heard it’s beautiful and
fascinating; a combination of history
and architecture.

Three things that are always
in your carry-on:
Aesop Resurrection Aromatique
Hand Balm, a tin of Altoids, and a
Bose noise-cancelling headset.

What’s one aspect of your
latest collection that you’re
thrilled about?
Our resort collection is themed
Hawaii Five-0. We were inspired
by the style of the original late ‘60s
TV show. It’s unabashedly Hawaiian
with a color palette including shades
of bright pink, chartreuse and olive,
grounded by indigo and ivory. We
like to mix and match to create a
look from a bold hibiscus print, a
patchwork breeze block print derived
from the brise-soleil concrete block
screens of midcentury architecture,
plus stripes, solids and textures.

Waikiki
Downtown

ROYAL HAWAIIAN CENTER

· 2233 K AL AK AUA AVENUE, NO. 301 ·

HONOLULU, HI 96815

·

808.922.0777

STANGENWALD BUILDING

· 119 MERCHANT STREET, NO. 100

HONOLULU, HI 96813

·

808.523.7700

·

AN AWARD WINNING COCKTAIL LOUNGE FEATURING
INNOVATIVE, HANDCRAFTED COCKTAILS AND
HAWAII'S MOST EXTENSIVE LIST OF WHISKY

R E S E R VAT I O N S

info@barleatherapron.com

C O N TA C T
HOURS
745 Fort Street, Suite #127A
Mon–Fri 4pm–12am
Honolulu, HI 96813
Sat 5pm–12am
KAHALA LIFE 1.2
(808) 524-0808
THE KAHALA HOTEL & RESORT
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For the Ver y Best,
Look for the
Pineapple Shape ®
OAHU Ala Moana Center | Ward Warehouse | Waikiki Beach Walk
Hilton Hawaiian Village | Royal Hawaiian Avenue | Waikiki Beach Marriott
Hyatt Regency Waikiki | Royal Hawaiian Center | Outrigger Waikiki Beach Resort
International Market Place

MAUI Front Street | Whalers Village | The Shops at Wailea
LAS VEGAS Grand Canal Shoppes at The Venetian | The Palazzo | The LINQ Promenade (Winter 2016)
GUAM Micronesia Mall

honolulucookie.com |

| @honolulucookie | 1-866-333-5800

Baked Fresh Daily in Honolulu Using the Finest Ingredients
The pineapple shape of the cookie is a federally registered trademark of the Honolulu Cookie Company. November 2016 - April 2017. The Kahala.
©2016 Honolulu Cookie Company. All Rights Reserved.
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WAYNE
HIRABAYASHI

MARK NOGUCHI
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MISSION SOCIAL HALL
AND CAFÉ

JESSE CRUZ

CAINAN
SABEY

LUCKY BELLY
& LIVESTOCK TAVERN

ANTHONY
RUSH

STAGE RESTAURANT

SENIA

Where these chefs go
to satisfy their sweettooth yearnings

SEARCHING
FOR
SUGAR, MAN
NOT ALL INDULGENCES ARE CREATED EQUAL.
F I V E LO C A L C H E FS
S H A R E T H E I R FAVO R I T E SW E E T T R E AT S .
BY JAIMIE K IM

“It’s buttery and flaky inside... and caramelized and
crunchy on the
outside...”— CA I N AN S A B E Y

“It’s tasty, healthy, cold
and refreshing...”
“Michelle’s desserts may be meticulously put together, but her flavors
are really simple, straightforward and
evoke memories...”—MA RK N OG UCH I
KAHALA LIFE 1.2
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—WAYNE HIRABAYASHI
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“BEING A BRIT,
SURE WE HAVE
PINEAPPLE
AND COCONUT
BACK HOME,
BUT NOTHING
LIKE HERE...
SO MICHELLE’S
COCONUT CAKE
WITH HAUPIA
SORBET AND
COMPRESSED
PINEAPPLE IS
A REAL TREAT
AND REALLY
SHOWCASES
WHAT
HAWAIIAN
DESSERTS
ARE.”

THERE’S NO
GREATER PATH TO
UNDERSTANDING A
CHEF THAN BY EATING
WHAT THEY EAT.
Sampling their food, too, doesn’t hurt either, of course.
Like anyone, chefs have their share of sweet-tooth
yearnings. So Kahala Life magazine caught up with a
handful of O‘ahu’s top chefs to find out where they
preferred to satiate those cravings (apparently MW
Restaurant is a clear favorite).

WAYNE
HIRABAYASHI
Where you’ll spot him:
Right here at The Kahala
Hotel & Resort. For quite
some time now—since
1999—Hirabayashi has
served as executive chef of the
resort for its award-winning
restaurants, which include
Hoku’s, Plumeria Beach
House, Seaside Grill and The
Veranda. He also happens to
oversee the hotel’s banquet
and catering programs, as well
as its in-room dining services.

His sweet-tooth haven:
Diamond Head Cove Health
Bar, diamondheadcove.com

What he orders: Açaí bowl
Tasting notes: “It’s
tasty, healthy, cold and
refreshing—a good way to
start your mornings or [as an]
afternoon snack.”

The low-down:
Hirabayashi is a native of
Honolulu, and studied at the
Culinary Institute of America
in Hyde Park, New York.
His credits include stints at
places such as Raffles Hotel
in Singapore, and RitzCarlton Hotels at Mauna Lani

-ANTHONY RUSH, SENIA

Where you’ll spot
him: Lucky Belly,

JESSE
CRUZ
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and Laguna Niguel, among
others. Hirabayashi also
extends himself as a resource
to burgeoning culinary talent
here, serving as a mentor
to students from Kapi‘olani
Community College’s Culinary
Arts Program.
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luckybelly.com and
Livestock Tavern,
livestocktavern.com

The low-down: Cruz
is one-half of the duo
that opened Lucky Belly

and Livestock Tavern in
Chinatown across the street
from one another. While
Lucky Belly oﬀers a host of
Asian-inspired menu items
(like ramen and Miso-Braised
Pork Belly), Livestock Tavern
oﬀers American fare with a
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ANTHONY
RUSH

Where you’ll spot him: Senia, restaurantsenia.com
The low-down: Senia—the joint venture of British chef Anthony Rush and local chef
Chris Kajioka set to open this year—has perhaps been one of the most buzzed-about
restaurants in recent times. The two met while working together at Thomas Keller’s Per
Se in New York. It’ll be Rush’s first venture in Honolulu, having most recently served as
chef of Fera in Claridge’s, a hotel in London. His other credits include stints at French
Laundry and Heston Blumenthal’s Fat Duck.

His sweet-tooth haven: MW Restaurant
What he orders: Coconut Cake
Tasting notes: “Being a Brit, sure we have pineapple
and coconut back home, but nothing like here,” he
says. “So Michelle’s Coconut Cake with haupia sorbet
and compressed pineapple is a real treat and really
showcases what Hawaiian desserts are.”

Where you’ll spot him: Stage Restaurant, stagerestauranthawaii.com
The low-down: Sabey has served as pastry chef of Stage Restaurant since it first opened

CAINAN
SABEY

at Honolulu Design Center in April 2007. His creations often feature whimsical and
elevated interpretations of classics, like a Lilikoi Creamsicle, Deconstructed S’mores and
Warm Pineapple Crisp, to name a few. Prior to working at Stage, Sabey spent eight years
at Alan Wong’s Honolulu. He cites inspiration for his
desserts as coming from culinary books and magazines,
as well as the people he works with.

His sweet-tooth haven: Kona Coﬀee Purveyors | b.
patisserie, konacoﬀeepurveyors.com
What he orders: Sabey admits to often ordering up
to seven diﬀerent items, but is quite the fan of its Kouign
Amann (pronounced “Queen Amann”).

Tasting notes: “It’s buttery and flaky inside like a croissant, and caramelized and
crunchy on the outside. It’s very delicious and goes great with their Kona coﬀee.”

MARK
NOGUCHI

Where you’ll spot
him: MISSION Social Hall
and Café, thepiligroup.com

The low-down: As
founder of Pili Group,
Noguchi seeks to oﬀer
meaningful food that
showcases all Hawai‘i has
to oﬀer. MISSION Social
Hall and Café—located at
Hawaiian Mission Houses
Historic Site and Archives
(missionhouses.org) in
downtown Honolulu—
oﬀers a menu of rotating
specials that highlight
flavors from around
the world.

His sweet-tooth
haven: MW Restaurant,
mwrestaurant.com

What he orders:
Admittedly, Noguchi
isn’t one for sweets. But
if Noguchi is at MW
Restaurant, he eats
whatever chef Michelle
Karr-Ueoka serves.

Tasting notes:

MW Restaurant

mochi ice cream/strawberryyuzu sorbet, topped with
shaved “hibiscus strawberry.”

What he orders:The

Tasting notes: “Michelle

rotating seasonal menu.

His sweet-tooth haven:

Kula Strawberry “Shave Ice,”
which features haupia tapioca,
strawberry kanten, and a

has an incredible ability to
oﬀer us desserts that both
inspire us and introduce us to
something new and exciting,

while at the same time being
nostalgic and reminding us
of our childhood. This ‘shave
ice’ does exactly that. It is
innovative and new for me as
an adult, while exciting my
childhood cravings.”

“Michelle’s desserts may be
meticulously put together,
but her flavors are really
simple, straightforward
and evoke memories.
That’s the type of food that
I really get excited for—
food that can whisk me
away to a memory.”
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Photos by Kahala Life team and
courtesy of Honolulu Star-Advertiser.
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INTO THE
WILDFLOWERS
Discover the therapeutic powers of
Hawai‘i’s native blooms.

The power of
flower essences
may seem mysterious and miraculous,
however practitioners
promise that they can
help calm anxiety, increase feelings of happiness and well-being, bring
focus if you feel scattered
and much more.

The medicine peoples of many
cultures have used flower essences
since ancient times, turning to nature to heal their body and emotions.
They realized that every flower has its
own vibrational energy, and that energy
could be captured, preserved and transferred to humans. Flower essences can
help you recognize, resolve or release pentup emotional energy so that you experience
greater harmony.
Hawaiian Rainforest Naturals, located at
the edge of an ‘ohi‘a lehua (native flowering evergreen) rainforest on the Big Island of Hawai‘i,
has been bottling flower essences since 1993.
Based on training passed down from kahuna
(teachers) of la‘au lapa‘au (healing with Hawaiian
plants), the mother-daughter team of Joy Johnson
(mother) and Melia Goodenow (daughter) combine
science and nature with reverence for ancient tradition to capture the subtle energies of flowers.
		 “The Big Island is not only home to the most active
volcano on earth, but it is also home to native plants and
flowers that only grow in this environment,” says Goodenow. “Freshly opened flower blossoms are gathered in
the early morning and placed in water and sunlight,
where they release their subtle energies. After a
few hours, the flowers are removed and the
solution is strained. Next, an equal amount
of brandy is added for preservation. This
new mixture is placed into direct sunlight
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WELL + GOOD
BY SHERRIE STRAUSFOGEL
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Waiting to
Inhale
Hawaiian Rainforest
Naturals created nine
formulas to ease your
mind and body:
for a few more hours, and is further diluted before the final bottling. The original flower blossoms are returned to the earth with
many prayers of gratitude and aloha.”
Johnson and Goodenow make all of the flower essence
formulas themselves. Johnson learned about the energy
of flowers from kahuna la‘au lapa‘au, Morrnah Nalamaku
Simeona, who passed away in 1992. Her main teachings were
about ho‘oponopono (restoring harmony with yourself and
your family). She was designated by the State of Hawai‘i as a
“Living Treasure” and also was an invited speaker at the United
Nations, teaching about ho‘oponopono.
“Our emotions determine the quality of our lives,” says
Goodenow. “Our mission is to help people bring their emotions
into a state of pono (harmony with all things). This is the role
of our flower essences, to bring people’s awareness into the
present moment and release emotional tension caused by past
experiences or worrying about the future. This is where they
can see things clearly and make better choices for their lives.”
The duo has created spa treatments for The
Kahala Spa that go deep—they are designed so you
feel good, not just look good. The treatment protocol
and procedures come from understanding energy
and how it affects health. “Our remedies have immediacy,
which is attributed to the mana (spiritual power) of the Big
Island,” says Goodenow. “A flower is a product of its environment. That is why we gather our flowers for our essences from
wild areas that have little or no human contact. These wild
places have a pure, raw energy that can be felt and experienced.”
Goodenow suggests that flower essences can be used
individually or in combinations. “Place five drops under your

tongue or in one cup of water up to three times per day. When
combining more than two individual essences decrease the
number of drops to three of each essence. They can be taken
directly from the bottle and placed under the tongue and held
for a few seconds.
“You can also add the essences to water or herbal tea
and sip, or rub onto your wrists and the back of the neck. Ten
drops in a warm bath is also a soothing way to experience their
therapeutic benefits. External application is a good option for
extra sensitive people and people sensitive to alcohol. When
you take our flower essences over a period of time, you come to
realize their embracing qualities, this is the aloha and kindness
of the forests of Hawai‘i.”
The Kahala Spa carries the full line of Hawaiian
Rainforest Naturals body care products and the nine flower
essences, including packaging with Japanese translation. In
addition, the exclusive “Kahala Collection” contains a
pikake-scented lotion and mist that features the Natural
Bliss flower essence formula.
The ‘Oli‘oli signature spa treatment also uses the Natural Bliss formula in the Wild Lehua Honey Scrub, Mamaki
Mud and the Natural Bliss organic lotion that accompany an
energizing lomilomi massage. A breathing ritual to release old
energy and welcome new energy rounds out the treatment,
beautifying your skin, muscles and thoughts.

Hawaiian Rainforest Naturals body
care products and ﬂower essences
are available at The Kahala Spa.

STRESS
-Made with wild ﬂower essences
of lehua, yellow ginger and kinehe
-Helps you release stress and relax
FEEL
-Made with lehua ﬂower essence
-Helps you know and express your
real feelings
LETTING GO
-Made with papaya ﬂower essence
-Helps you gently release past
mistakes and open new doors
TAKE ACTION
-Made with banana ﬂower essence
-Helps you take action on your
own behalf
FRESH START
-Made with kinehe ﬂower essence,
-Helps you rise above challenges and
bring enthusiasm and a fresh outlook
CLEAR MIND
-Made with ti ﬂower essence
-Helps clear indecision and
repetitive thinking
NATURAL BLISS
-Made with wild ﬂowers of lehua,
azalea, bamboo and orchid
-Creates an overall feeling of wellbeing and lightheartedness
RELAX
-Made with yellow ginger ﬂower
essence
-Helps relax tight muscles and
mental tension
SELF LOVE
-Made with wild azalea ﬂower
essence
-Helps you look at yourself without
judgment
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Hawaiian fiber artist, Marques
Hanalei Marzan, carries his family’s
ancient legacy into the future, and
we’re all the better for it.

Top left and
far right: Marzan’s
designs blend traditional
detailing with a modern
aesthetic. Center: The
Marques Marzan collection being modeled on
the runway at the Pa‘i
MAMo Wearable Art
Show.
Photo of Marques Marzan
by Olivier Koning.
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Weaving
a Legacy

Marques Hanalei Marzan
perpetuates an ancient art.
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Raised in Kane‘ohe, Marzan’s family
perpetuated the art of lau hala weaving.
Inspired by his great-grandmother’s
woven hats—she had been the last weaver
in his family—Marzan decided to carry
on the family tradition. “Plaiting came so
naturally to me, that my mom said I have
my great-grandmother’s hands,” he says.
He first took classes at Bishop Museum
in 1996, learning from master weaver
Minerva Ka‘awa.
At the University of Hawai‘i Manoa, he
studied Fine Arts with a focus on Fiber Arts,
learning about fiber and weaving techniques
from across the globe, with an emphasis on
cultures around the Pacific Ocean.

Photo courtesy of Marques Marzan

He has represented
Hawai‘i at international
cultural showcases and
exchanges such as The
Festivals of the Pacific in
2004, 2008 and 2012; as
well as at the Smithsonian
Folklife Festival in
Washington D.C. in 2006.
Today, Marzan shares his knowledge
as a Cultural Resource Specialist at Bishop
Museum. When he’s not researching or
sharing knowledge through the museum,
Marzan continues to explore the horizon of
his craft by creating modern designs using the
ancient techniques he has learned through
the years.
Sculptural and sometimes other-worldly,
but always harkening back to tradition, his
designs have been featured on at MAMo
Wearable Show, with hula dancers strutting
the runway in his designs; and at Ala Moana
Center with a exhibit dedicated to him and
fellow artist Solomon Enos.
With his quest for knowledge and
artistic explorations, Marzan’s work not only
perpetuates an ancient artform, but also
ensures it will continue to grow.
marquesmarzan.com
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MUSIC OF THE NIGHT
For the past decade, musician David Swanson has been playing to
The Kahala’s guests, including the occasional Oscar winner.
It’s early evening on a Friday night,
and a couple walks out of Hoku’s and
something catches their attention.
The husband seemingly cajoles his
wife to sit at one of the tables in
front of the piano that occupies the
beachside corner of The Veranda.
No doubt, it was the gentle
bossa nova rhythms emanating from
David Swanson’s piano that lured
the couple in, with the promise of
extending a special evening. Indeed,
when Swanson finishes his song,
he introduces himself, welcomes
everyone to The Veranda and asks
if anyone is celebrating anything
special. The couple perks up; it’s their
30th anniversary. “You’re right there
with me,” Swanson exclaims, as he
eases into Unforgettable, dedicating it
to the couple. His obvious adoration
for the song shows in how he seems
to savor certain phrases—both
lyrically and musically. His rendition
honors Nat King Cole with similar
flourishes, but he manages to make
the song his own.
Such is the skill and talent of
Swanson, who’s be performing at The
Kahala for the past 10 years.
Swanson’s been playing piano
and performing since he was 9
years old. Then, when he was 11, he
discovered he could get paid for his
music. “I played the piano and sang
in my church choir—I played every
song in the handbook at church,” he
says. “I was able to play for my church
and they began to pay me. At 12 years
old, I was making $25 a week, every
Sunday—a $100 a month. So, pretty

early on, I knew that I could make a
living at it.”
After a career based out of
Los Angeles that had him working
as a studio musician and backing
the likes of Anita Baker, Michael
Jackson and Geoﬀrey Osborne,
Swanson headed to Hawai‘i. When
asked what brought him to these
fair shores, he smiles broadly and
extends his arms to embrace his
surroundings. Other than the allure
of island living, the move was a way
to spend more quality time with his
family, his music.
“I wanted to do something
and be somewhere where I could
continue to play without traveling
and leaving my family and being on
the road,” he explains.
And those years spent in Hawai‘i
and at The Veranda have brought
many memories. “In 10 years, you can
watch families grow,” he says. “Those
who returned year after year. I’ve
watched couples become engaged
… and I’ve played for their wedding
receptions, and now they have
children.”
Other memorable moments
include the time Sidney Poitier sat
through an entire set and listened
intently “When I finished playing that
set, my clothes were just drenched, I
was putting so much into it,” he says.
“Just the honor.”
Then there was the time he
locked gazes with Elizabeth Taylor.
“She’d face me, and I’d do The Shadow
of Your Smile for her,” he reminisces.
“I remember I looked into her eyes,
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HAWAI‘I MADE
Martin & MacArthur’s elegant
wooden wares are thoughtfully
crafted right here on O‘ahu.
Martin & MacArthur has long been known as the place
to head to for well-crafted wood-worked items. The
purveyor of quality lifestyle items ﬁrst made its name
with its selection of koa furniture and décor items.
All items in the boutiques are made by Hawai‘i-based
craftsmen. Today, all the furniture featured at the stores
is made in the 25,000-square-foot workshop in Kalihi.

and our eyes met, and I
thought to myself, ‘My
gosh! Her eyes are like
Cleopatra’s!’ Then I said,
‘Duh—they are Cleopatra’s eyes!’”
And then there was the time he
was brave enough to sing Your Song—
with Elton John in the audience.
“The intimidation,” he says recalling
the night the singer songwriter was
watching him alongside rocker Ozzy
Osborne. “You want to present it in a
manner that’s respectable artistically,
because musicians have a certain
way of communicating—we know.
After I finished the song, he came up
to me and gave me kudos…I’m saying
‘Whoa. I could retire right now.’”

However, in recent years, Martin & MacArthur been
garnering acclaim with its knack for pushing the envelope with regard to design.
From watches, sunglasses and mobile phone cases, to
handbags and ﬁne jewelry, Martin & MacArthur is quickly
re-deﬁning how people look at koa wood products.
Functional and luxurious, you’ll ﬁnd the timepieces and
sunglasses lightweight and stylish. The koa wood adds
a warm masculinity to the men’s koa-tungsten rings,
and an interesting counterpoint to precious metals
and gemstones in the women’s jewelry. The handbags
come in classic silhouettes featuring a unique interplay
between leather and the wood.
Of course, while the brand is innovating with new
looks and products, it’s ﬁrmly committed to the design and quality that made it the respected brand it
is today. Those looking for a gorgeously wrought koa
box, bowl or furniture piece can still ﬁnd it at Martin
& MacArthur.
martinandmacarthur.com

Fortunately for the guests who want to unwind with a special pau
hana or digestif following dinner, Swanson didn’t retire. They can
catch this song-and-piano man in action Tuesdays through Saturdays
7:30-11 p.m. at The Veranda.
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WITH HER FIRST
NOVEL, THE
DESCENDANTS,
HAWAI‘I-BASED
AUTHOR KAUI
HART HEMMINGS
MADE A SPLASH
ON THE LITERARY,
AND LATER, FILM
SCENE.

NOVEL CITIZEN
Author Kaui Hart Hemmings may have yet another book-turned-screenplay to her name.
With her first novel, The Descendants, Hawai‘ibased author Kaui Hart Hemmings made a
splash on the literary, and later, film scene. The
story followed a man of means, Matt King, as
he navigated the complexities of life: a wife in a
coma, angst-y daughters and a heart-rending
quest. The novel (and subsequent movie) was
praised for relating a nuanced, diﬀerent side of
the “paradise” cliché normally put forth in books
and movies about Hawai‘i. That the movie won
an Oscar for Best Writing – Adapted Screenplay
(and was nominated for four other Oscars) made
it all the more sweeter.
“The adaptation process was wonderful,”
Hemmings says. “I got to see a movie being made,
and a very solitary process [writing] became populated with so many people who live in Hawai‘i. It
wasn’t just mine anymore—so many people got to
have a part in it.”
The authenticity in Hemmings’ stories
comes from her life spent in the places she
writes about and her ability to observe people
and their surroundings.
“I find inspiration wherever I am—people’s
expressions, their conversations. I’m interested in
the way a place colors a person, a specific neighborhood, a cul-de-sac.”
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Hemmings grew up in Kahala, and later
Kailua, before heading to the mainland (“I lived in
Colorado, New York and San Francisco”). When
her daughter was 3 years old, Hemmings and
her husband started to long for space. “We didn’t
want to live in a city,” she explains. A job oﬀer for
her attorney husband came from Hawai‘i and
it was a done deal. “That, and the lure of family,”
Hemmings adds.
While she grew up in Hawai‘i and undoubtedly loves it here, she’s always been writing,
performing and reading. Regardless of where she
called “home,” she’s been able to draw inspiration
from it.
“I love beautiful sunsets and the stretch of
ocean, but views don’t necessarily inspire my
writing. Problems do, and the choices we make in
these settings.”
Each writer has his or her process and Hemmings’ process is a very disciplined one, that does
happen to make good use of her surroundings.
“When I start a new book, I write every
weekday,” she says. “I get the kids oﬀ to school, get
all the news and social media out of my system,
and then write, work out, eat lunch and do the
crossword. I try to read every day too. But, being
outside, exercising—I need that to write.”

And, that discipline has paid oﬀ. Not one to
sit on her laurels, basking in the Oscar afterglow,
Hemmings went on to publish three more novels,
The Possibilities, Juniors and her newest tome,
How to Party with an Infant.
Owning to Hemmings’ knack for drawing
inspiration from circumstances rather than
physical locations, each novel features characters
navigating their own situations in very diﬀerent settings. Her latest, How to Party with an
Infant, is about Mele, a single mom dealing with
life’s complications with her baby daddy in San
Francisco. Juniors is a young-adult novel (that
most grown-ups can relate to) that centers on
Lea, the new girl at a prestigious prep school. And,
The Possibilities is about Sarah St. John, a woman
who just lost her 22-year-old son in an avalanche.
Set in Breckenridge, Colorado, it was on Oprah’s
and People magazine’s “must-read” lists. Soon, it
may follow in The Descendants’ footsteps.
“My novel, The Possibilities, has been
optioned by Jason Reitman; who is currently
shooting a movie with Charlize Theron. Hopefully,
it will be next in his queue.”
How to Party With An Infant is available at
bookstores now.

Off the beaten
path is where you
experience the
exceptional.
Venture to the Paradise Cove Lū‘au
in Ko‘olina and enjoy a Hawaiian
experience that is truly exceptional.
More than a lū‘au … from a lei
greeting to an incomparable beachside
setting, from Hawaiian games of skill
to live music, from hula lessons to
a hukilau on the beach. All topped
off by a stunning sunset backdrop,
deliciously authentic Hawaiian food
and colorful entertainment from
across the Pacific.

For reservations and additional information,
please call 800-775-2683 or 808-842-5911.
www.paradisecove.com

www.paradisecove.com

/ParadiseCoveLuau

@ParadiseCoveHI

THE LUXURY OF TIME

F I N D O U T H O W T O M A K E H O N O L U L U ’ S F I N E S T U R B A N L I V I N G A R E A L I T Y.

WARNING: THE CALIFORNIA DEPARTMENT OF REAL ESTATE HAS NOT INSPECTED,
EXAMINED OR QUALIFIED THIS OFFERING.

This is not intended to be an offer to sell nor a solicitation of offers to buy real estate in Ward Village development to residents of Connecticut, Idaho,
Illinois, New Jersey, New York, Oregon, Pennsylvania or South Carolina or to residents of any other jurisdiction where prohibited by law. No offering can
be made to residents of New York until an offering plan is filed with the Department of Law of the State of New York. Ward Village is a proposed master
planned development in Honolulu, Hawaii that does not yet exist. Photos and drawings and other visual depictions in this advertisement are for illustrative
purposes only and do not represent amenities or facilities wholly within Ward Village and should not be relied upon in deciding to purchase an interest in the
development. The Developer makes no guarantee, representation or warranty whatsoever that the developments, facilities or improvements depicted will
ultimately appear as shown. This is not intended to be an offering or solicitation of sale. Exclusive Project Broker Ward Village Properties, LLC. Copyright
©2016. Equal Housing Opportunity.
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“AFTER BEING
IN HAWAI‘I AND
LIVING AT HOME
FOR 2.5 MONTHS
FOR JURASSIC
WORLD, I
REDISCOVERED
MY LOVE FOR THE
ISLANDS.”
-TIM ALEXANDER

THE OUT OF TOWNER

Tim Alexander

He’s the man who brought dinosaurs
to life in Jurassic World, made magic
possible in Harry Potter and the
Goblet of Fire, and led Johnny Depp
through the desert twice in Rango and
The Lone Ranger. Tim Alexander is
the king of visual effects in Hollywood,
and, although he now orders his spam
musubi from San Francisco, this third
generation kama‘aina keeps his eyes
on what’s fresh in his homeland.

“I’m very lucky to have been
born in the islands. My grandmother arrived in the ’20s on a Matson
cruise ship, and my parents and grandmother still live in Honolulu. Before
working on Jurassic World it had been
a long time since I had been home to
Hawai‘i, maybe once a year I would
visit, if that. After being in Hawai‘i
and living at home for 2.5 months for
Jurassic World, I rediscovered my
love for the islands. It was a whole new
experience being an adult and ‘living’
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in Honolulu compared to my years as
a child there.”

I’m a big beer fan, so I tend to
like gastropubs for dinners
and drinks. Waikiki Brewing
Company (waikikibrewing.com) for
their Jalapeño Mouth beer, BREW’d
Craft Pub (brewdcraftpub.com) in
Kaimuki, the Brewseum (brewseums.
com) and Honolulu Beerworks
(honolulubeerworks.com) are all great
spots. For family dinners, I like Mangos
and MW Restaurant (mwrestaurant.
com). I also always make a trip to
Tamura’s (tamurasfinewine.com)
in Kaimuki and pick up some beer
and smoked marlin from their poke
counter in back.

I’ve found that I run into old
friends and family at cultural
events or performances rather
than restaurants or bars while
in town. Hawaii Opera Theatre
(hawaiiopera.org) always puts on a
good show. I was a supernumerary in a
few performances there in high school,

so I often see people that I know from
way back. Manoa Valley Theatre
(manoavalleytheatre.com), Diamond
Head Theatre (diamondheadtheatre.
com), and Kumu Kahua (kumukahua.
org) were also theaters that I went to,
and still do, when there is a show that
overlaps with a visit.

I have a few shops I always
go to when I’m back. Surf N’
Hula (surfnhula.com) in Kaimuki
always has fun rare finds, and the last
time I was there, I bought a Meijiro
Portuguese Sausage spoon holder!
Bailey’s (alohashirts.com) is classic,
and I enjoy finding shirts that remind
me of my childhood in Hawai‘i, like
the Love’s Bread aloha shirt I found
on my last visit. Chrome Hearts
(chromehearts.com) in Waikiki is
one of their few stores around the
globe, and, although on the pricey
side, their jewelry is rock ’n’ roll.

On Jurassic World, I had an

KAHALA LIFE DOSSIER
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FEATURES BY KAHALA LIFE TEAM
amazing opportunity to
see all of Kaua‘i, O‘ahu,
and Maui from a helicopter. We scouted in the

BASES COVERED

air for days looking for new
and exciting locations. We
even went back and shot
many of the traditional locations [the rock approaching
Isla Nublar in the movie
is actually a rock off of the
north coast of Maui]. Hanalei
Bay and the town of Hanalei
is my favorite right now; I
liked it so much that we used
it as a reference for creating
the Jurassic World resort
and lagoon.

Dada Salon is staffed with some of Honolulu’s top stylists and proprietor Richie Miao
is a Renaissance man when it comes to cuts
and color. Make sure to book a head spa
along with your trim and/or color treatment—you’ll thank us later.
dadahawaii.com

Sun-kissed highlights. Crisp poplin top. Sleek sandals that show oﬀ that perfect
pedi. Here’s where you can get all of the above…
BEACH HAIR, REFINED

INDIE DARLING
Carrying everything from tunics to
bomber jackets to high-waisted denim
and more, We Are Iconic is the epitome
of edgy-meets-approachable. Think
Leandra Medine taken down just a notch.
You’ll find labels like Ulla Johnson and

NEIGHBORHOOD WATCH:
KAKA‘AKO
Art and urban life come together
in this up-and-coming neighborhood. This community is known
for its storied history as a former
village known for its salt ponds and
later as one of the industrial hubs
of the island. Today, the community
reaches to that past and celebrates
it in earnest, with an eye toward the
future.
An electric energy permeates
everything here. While you may find
a lot of construction, there are already
many who make Kaka‘ako a live-workplay destination.
First, there are those murals. Each
year, just as everyone’s settling into the

new calendar, Kaka‘ako explodes with
color. Pow Wow Hawai‘i (powwowhawaii.com) takes over—artists
from around the world splash their
creations on every wall in the area
(you may even find some clandestine
murals, if you seek them out). The
artwork is on display for the rest of the
year, transforming Kaka‘ako’s warehouse district into a vibrant exhibition
of creativity.
Kaka‘ako has quickly become a
favorite place to grab a meal: Hank’s
Haute Dogs (hankshautedogs.
com) can probably claim that it put
Kaka‘ako on the map for foodies with
its gourmet hot dogs, while Highway
Inn (myhighwayinn.com) is the
place to try authentic Hawaiian fare.
Find HRC at Peter Merriman’s Moku
Kitchen (mokukitchen.com).

Ace & Jig on the shelves as well as hardto-come-by accessories.
shopweareiconic.com

IT’S A SHOE IN
While you may want to sport your favorite
pair of Havaianas when you’re beachbound,
sidewalk strolls and dinner plans may call for
fancier footwear. If you plan on doing some
investment-shoe shopping while in town, pay
a visit to Ala Moana Center, where Chanel
just unveiled its first freestanding boutique
devoted exclusively to shoes. Our suggestion? The cord sandals with pearls pairs just
as beautifully with shorts as they do with a
floor-sweeping kaftan. chanel.com

Grab a bagel with lox at This Is It
(thisisitbakeryanddeli.com), or
a sandwich and coffee at ARVO,
(located within Paiko (paikohawaii.
com), a florist like no other) or Insomnia Café (808-545-4160) right next
door. Both offer different, yet equally
delicious, takes on the midday meal.
Looking to unwind with some libations? Try Bevy (bevyhawaii.com) for
handcrafted cocktails and a laid-back
happy hour, Honolulu BeerWorks
(honolulubeerworks.com) and
Village Bottle Shop & Tasting
Room (808-369-0688) are perfect for
grabbing a brew and catching up with
friends.
Workout choices abound from
an intense MMA training session at
UFC Gym BJ Penn (ufcgym.com/
honolulu) or barre classes at Sweat

Clockwise from top: Dada
Salon; Ulla Johnson apparel
at We Are Iconic; Chanel
sandal available at its first
freestanding shoe salon.
Photos courtesy of brands and venues

+ Soul (sweatandsoulstudio.com)
to the AntiGravity® Fitness and yoga
found at The Hang Out (thehangoutagy.com).
As if the daily offerings aren’t
enough, Kaka‘ako buzzes with activity
during special events. Kaka‘ako Agora (kakaakoagora.org) is a gathering
space for the community that features
a calendar of events. Other regular todos include Eat the Street (eatthestreethawaii.com), a gathering of food
trucks and entertainment on the last
Friday of each month at Makers &
Tasters Kewalo (makersandtasters.
com) and Honolulu Night Market
(honolulunightmarket.com), held the
third Saturday of each month.
For the latest happenings in Kaka‘ako,
go to ourkakaako.com.
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EAT AND GREET:

Whether for business or pleasure, there’s always that ideal place to have your next meal.
BEST SEAT
IN THE HOUSE
CHEFS’ COUNTER AT SENIA
restaurantsenia.com
The hotly anticipated Senia—which
local star chef Chris Kajioka runs
together with Brit chef Anthony
Rush—is finally open. While you’ll
find a delicious array of Modern
American fare on the menu, perhaps
the best way to experience the
restaurant is to taste what isn’t regularly found on the bill of fare. Instead,
make a reservation for the Chef ’s
Counter where you can experience
the two chefs’ culinary creativity at
their peak via the multi-course tasting menu.

1

2

1. Sunny Days Café 2.
Le Bistro Honolulu in
Hawai’i Kai 3. Bradley
& Lily fine stationery 4.
Living Proof dry shampoo 5. Art of Shaving
travel kit 6. Senia
restaurant in downtown
Honolulu.

RETRO HAPPY HOUR
LA MARIANA TIKI BAR AND
RESTAURANT
lamarianasailingclub.com
Carved tikis, strung-up lights, Not
much has changed since 1957—at
least not at La Mariana Tiki Bar and

Restaurant. Old Hawai‘i is alive and
well at this nostalgic watering hole.
Have a mai tai or a zombie and revel
in this one-of-a-kind hideaway.

HOLE-IN-THE-WALL HAUNT
SQUARE BARRELS
squarebarrels.com
While you can’t really go wrong
with a burger, it’s amazing when it’s
really done right. Enter Square Barrels. Near the corner of S. Hotel and
Alakea streets in downtown Honolulu, the small eatery is big on craft
burgers. Sure they can do “fancy”
with the Ni‘ihau lamb burger served
on a honey wheat bun, but their
Drive-Thru Burger is perfect in its
simplicity.

EAST MEETS FRENCH

the intimate Le Bistro. Arguably
the best French fare in town, chef
Alan Takasaki’s meticulous nature
is reflected in his flawlessly plated
oﬀerings. Indecisive carnivores will
love the Beef Quartet.

A.M. OFFERINGS
SUNNY DAYS CAFÉ
sunnydays-hanafru.com
The Japanese chain opened their
first Hawai‘i outpost a little over a
year ago along Monsarrat Avenue,
and there’s always a palate pleaser
on their revolving menu. Open at
8 a.m., it’s not only a great place
to have breakfast on the way to
Waikiki, but its charming atmosphere also makes for a great selfie.
The eatery serves plate lunched and
sandwiches all day as well.

LE BISTRO
Niu Valley Shopping Center,
(808) 373-7990
If you venture farther east into
Hawai‘i Kai, you’ll come across

MIGHTY MINIS
3

4
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SUNDAY, YUMMY
SUNDAY
HOKU’S
kahalaresort.com
From Goose Point oysters to
smoked salmon eggs Benedict,
Hoku’s Sunday Brunch has
more than enough oﬀerings
to satisfy any craving. From 10
a.m. to 2 p.m., Hoku’s opens
its doors for a scrumptious
midday meal in addition to
its unbeatable ocean views. A
few of our personal favorites
include the Sunday Rib Roast
and oven-roasted New Zealand
rack of lamb, but seafood fans
will love the butter-poached
king crab legs.

5

These space-saving goodies make the perfect traveling companions.
HOT TO JOT

TRESS RELIEF

Honolulu-based stationer Bradley &
Lily’s mini notebooks are perfect
for waxing poetic about your perfect
beach day, jotting down notes from a
meeting or even toting around your grocery list. Compact and pretty, you won’t
want to leave home without it. Available
at Bradley & Lily’s shop on Kapahulu
Avenue or at bradleyandlily.com.

Let’s face it, sometimes life is hard—on
your ’do. Living Proof’s Perfect
Hair Day (PhD) Dry Shampoo
takes care of all the damage a particularly demanding day can inflict on your
hair. It quickly soaks up oils without leaving any residue. In its stead, PhD delivers a light, clean scent. PhD’s travel size
makes it ideal for packing away to take
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on all your adventures, whether you’re
hiking up a mountain or trekking through
the malls. Available at Sephora locations
island wide or livingproof.com.

SMOOTH MOVE
The Art of Shaving’s Carry-On Kit helps
gentlemen keep things neat, even when
they’re on the road. The travel-sized
kit offers the brand’s “The 4 Elements

of the Perfect Shave” in a see-through
pouch that meets TSA standards. The kit
includes a Pre-Shave Oil Pump, Shaving
Cream Pump, Badger Shaving Brush
and After-Shave Balm Pump. Find it in
refreshing aromas such as lemon, or unscented. Available at The Art of Shaving
at Ala Moana Center or at theartofshaving.com.

WINE 101
BY ROBERTO VIERNES, MASTER SOMMELIER
PHOTO BY RAE HUO

BEST OF BOTH WORLDS
Old world wineries revel in new world prestige.

T

here are two superstar wineries in Napa
Valley that have part of their roots in
Bordeaux. Perhaps the more famous of the
two is Opus One—the first venture in Napa
Valley between two families with great wine
legacies and two great patriarchs from across
the Atlantic Ocean, the Mondavis and the
Rothschilds. The second is Dominus, the
personal quest of one man, Christian Mouiex,
whose family is synonymous with the greatest
wines produced in Bordeaux and the world.
How did these two estates come into being?
With their roots literally being in Napa Valley,
do their wines impart that link to Bordeaux?
Baron Phillipe de Rothschild of First
Growth Chateau Mouton-Rothschild in
Pauillac, Bordeaux joined forces with another
icon, Robert Mondavi of Napa Valley to form a
partnership to build and produce a world-class
Bordeaux blend in the heart of Napa Valley.
Rothschild was ever the innovator. He was the
driving force that elevated Chateau MoutonRothschild from Second Growth to First
Growth in 1973 and was the first to institute
Chateau bottling in Bordeaux.
Mondavi, in comparison, is an international
icon. His name is forever ensconced in the pride
and excellence of Napa Valley. Together, they
laid down the foundation of Opus One Winery
in Oakville and produced their first wine at the
Robert Mondavi Winery in 1979. It was not
released until 1984. Today, Opus One is known
worldwide as one of Napa Valley’s elite. It is
synonymous with luxury and quality.
Christian Mouiex, son of Jean-Pierre
Mouiex went to school at UC Davis in the
1960s—where he fell in love with Napa Valley.

The Mouiex family estates include such
famed Chateaux as Magdelaine in St. Emilion,
Trotanoy and La Fleur-Pétrus in Pomerol.
With a life lived among some of the great wines
and vineyards of Bordeaux, Mouiex sought
out excellence in Napa. In 1981, he found
the historic Napanook Vineyard just west
of Yountville. Here, he began to develop the
Dominus Estate and in 1995, he became the
sole owner of this amazing vineyard.
Both Opus One and Dominus are
Bordeaux blends. Dominus is usually blended
with smaller proportions of Petit Verdot and
Cabernet Franc. Opus One not only uses small
dollops of Petit Verdot and Cabernet Franc
but also includes Merlot and Malbec from
time to time, depending on the vintage. The
two estates are moving toward organic as well
as biodynamic farming in order to promote
vineyard and estate health. Both have “second
wines.” Opus One produces Overture while
Dominus Estate produces Napanook. These are
wines that allow them to cull off any juice that
they do not deem worthy of their “grand vin.”
This is a very typical Bordelais practice, which
results in ensuring only the highest quality
for their first wine and, more often than not,
a fabulous value in the second wine. Whereas
Napanook is vintage dated, Overture is a blend
of three different vintages. This allows Michael
Silacci—Opus One’s winemaker—to create a
consistent blend each year with Overture.
Tasting these wines is always a treat,
especially when they have been cellared for a
few years. They exemplify the finest of Napa
Valley both in terms of balance, refinement
and harmony. Overture to me is always a very

plush and velvety red. It has both the high notes
of red fruit and vanilla, combined with a base
note of chocolate-dipped açaí berries. It is
utterly drinkable even when young. The 2013
Napanook is both a juicier and earthier wine.
2013 is a fabulous vintage, and this wine is quite
striking with plenty of blackberry
and black plums without as much
vanillin as Overture.
In the same vein, the 2013 Opus
One is perhaps one of the best
young versions I have ever tasted
from this estate. It is all-inclusive
with red and blue fruits, sweet
vanilla tones, and a calming
and seamless texture. The 2013
Dominus is perhaps more refined.
There is a dusty, wild berry character
from this vineyard that always
stands out to me.
What strikes me about both
estates is that they both exhibit a
finesse and refinement absent in most
other Napa Valley wines. Where those are
big and brash, these two are sexy and svelte.
Perhaps this is the link to their old world roots.
Either way, they are without a doubt some of
the best wines in the world.

The wine selections mentioned in this feature
are available at The Kahala Hotel & Resort’s
dining establishments.
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“... THESE TWO
ARE SEXY AND
SVELTE. PERHAPS
THIS IS THE LINK
TO THEIR OLD
WORLD ROOTS.
EITHER WAY, THEY
ARE WITHOUT A
DOUBT SOME OF
THE BEST WINES
IN THE WORLD.”
-ROBERTO VIERNES
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LAST DAY
PHOTO BY STEPHEN BALL
AERIAL PHOTO OF SANDY BEACH ON THE EAST SHORE OF O‘AHU

“LAST NIGHT IN MY DREAMS ... WE WERE THERE IN THE SUN
ON A WHITE, SANDY BEACH OF HAWAI’I”
—”White Sandy Beach” ISRAEL KAMAKAWIWA‘OLE / Stephen Ball photo / stephenballphoto.com
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Royal Hawaiian CenteR, Bldg C, level 3 • validated PaRking
lunCH • all-day HaPPy HouR • dinneR ‘til MidnigHt • weekend BRunCH • event RooMs
oPentaBle.CoM • wolfgangssteakHouse.net • 808.922.3600

915144-01 Wolfgang Steakhouse FP Kahala Life 11-29-16.indd 1

10/28/16 11:19 AM

LOCAVORE
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Discover it here

See wildlife or sail again free, on
dolphin, turtle or whale cruises

7857/(6ť'2/3+,16ť:+$/(6ť
6$,/ť6125.(/ť6&8%$',9(
6816(7&2&.7$,/6ť%8))(7 %$5ť),5(:25.6
6

808-234-7245

www.hawaiinautical.com

FINE PURSUITS
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FIELD NOTES
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WELL + GOOD
WELL + GOOD
BY SHERRIE STRAUSFOGEL
PHOTOS BY OLIVIER KONING
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OVER 50 RETAIL
STORES INCLUDING:

International Market Place has been a storied landmark in

Saks Fifth Avenue

      

Anthropologie

  

Christian Louboutin

   Saks Fifth Avenue, over
50 retail stores and a Grand Lānai featuring extraordinary

Fabletics
Free People

chef-driven restaurants.

Hollister
Jo Malone
MAC
Michael Kors
Oliver Peoples
Shinola
Trina Turk

GRAND LĀNAI
RESTAURANTS
Baku
(opening Spring 2017)

Eating House 1849
by Chef Roy Yamaguchi
Flour & Barley
(opening December 2016)

Goma Tei
Herringbone
( opening March 2017)

Kona Grill
Stripsteak
by Chef Michael Mina
Yauatcha
( opening Winter 2017)

For a list of stores and restaurants and to learn more about our storied history, visit ShopInternationalMarketPlace.com.
/ IntlMk tPlace |

/@ IntlMk tPlace |

/ International Market Place | Kalākaua Avenue

